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Australians may
supply uranium

SWITZERLAND'S search
for another regular supplier
of uranium for its nuclear
power plans may soon be
over.

Swiss Radio International's
Michel Walter reports that
Switzerland and Australia have
had secret meetings to discuss
an agreement that would give
Swiss nuclear power plant
operators access to Australian
uranium.

Switzerland has been looking
around for another supplier
ever since Canadian authorities
blocked uranium deliveries to
Switzerland because of "in-
sufficient guarantees" that nu-
clear material won't be exported
to third countries for military
purposes

Australia also has the same

concerns, Michel Walter reports,
but its conditions should be less
strict and less complicated than
those set by Canada.

Australian mining companies
have already offered to sell
uranium to certain Swiss
nuclear plants

Swiss government officials in
Berne say that preliminary talks
with the Australians have had
good results - but these officials
won't say when the real
negotiations will begin. A Swiss
delegation could leave for
Canberra this summer, or even
earlier.

Any agreement between the
two countries has added interest
because Swiss industry is
actually at the forefront in
prospecting for uranium in
Australia.

At the moment the principal

suppliers of uranium to Switzer-
land are the United States,
South Africa, Namibia, Niger
and Gabon. Until 1977 Canada
was also a supplier, but then the
federal government in Ottawa
decided to strengthen controls
on its export of nuclear material.

The reason for this was India's
test in 1974 of an atomic
weapon made from the by-
products of nuclear material
sold by Canada. As a result all of
Canada's customers were put
on a blacklist until they accepted
new stricter conditions set by
Canada.

In the case of Switzerland
negotiations dragged on and on
until, in 1977, Canada blocked
all deliveries - including those
that had already been paid for.

Finally in 1979, the Swiss
accepted certain of Ottawa's

Pierre Aubert. /oo/cing /or a
new source o/ uranium

demands and a draft agreement
was drawn up. But the Swiss
government has since refused to
ask Parliament to ratify the
controversial document Berne
is afraid of the political
repercussions and it hopes that
Ottawa will one day soften its
stand.

Swiss Foreign Minister Pierre
Aubert is scheduled to visit
Canada soon and it will be seen
then if the apparently less
severe Australian conditions will
influence the Canadian posi-
tion.

To all those who think we only move furniture.

14056 Swiss people in Britain.
And no-onewants to return?

A fairly momentous question for a

true Confederate! For a transport under-

taking with collective deliveries to
Switzerland it is the basic question.

We have therefore made a few

investigations. The Department for Sta-

tistics was able to help us immediately.
With figures: of these 14056 Swiss

people (a number for the year 1977)

5.5% returned to Switzerland in 1978.

This represents 779 people, of whom
the important part instructed us to
handle their furniture.

We make the return journey Switzer-

land-England once weekly. So give us a

call. We collect your furniture. Pack it if

necessary. Complete all official formali-
ties. And transport it by the quickest
route to Switzerland.

welti-furrer.E

You can also call us, however, when

you are back in Switzerland. We pack,

transport and store everything ima-

ginable. From a few grams to several

hundred tons: with a wide variety of

vans and trucks (lorries). From babies to
disabled people: by taxi and coach.
We have produced a brochure for all

those who think we only move furni-
ture. Order one.

A. Welti-Furrer AG, Pfingstweidstr. 31, CH-8037 Zurich, Tel. 01/441211, Telex 54222
In England please call Tel. No. 01/690-2185/6/7 and ask for Mr. David Bird.
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SWISS engineers Sulzer Brothers are helping to supply
power for the rapidly developing Shetland Isles, where the
Queen has just opened Europe's biggest oil terminal.

Pictured above is one of two gas turbine generator sets
which Sulzers have sold to the North of Scotland Hydro
Electric Board for installation at Lerwick, capital of the
Shetlands. Value of the contract is around £1.5 million.

Not surprisingly, the turbines are powered by oil.

Sweet
results
ACCORDING to a report
published by Chocosuisse
(Union of Swiss Chocolate
Manufacturers), sales of choco-
late and other cocoa-based
products broke all records in
1980. This big increase is due to
a large extent to the growth in
exports all over the world.

The part played by exports is

once again much larger than
that played by imports. Con-
sumption per head of the
population- taking into account
sales of chocolate in frontier
regions and to tourists - also
increased to a considerable
extent

Heat from
the air
A SWISS firm has produced a
heat pump with a roof solar
energy captor based on the
principle of thermal liquid
circulating through heat ab-
sorbers which remain in per-
manent contact with the air.

In passing through the
absorber the liquid cooled by
the heat pump heats up- even if
the sun is not shining - by
absorbing the heat of the
ambient air, as well as rain, frost
or snow.

If the temperature of the
liquid, and consequently of the
absorbing surfaces, is kept
sufficiently lower than the
temperature of the air, the liquid
will "heat up" even when
operating below 0° C. The
whole system therefore works
equally well whether by day or

night.
The great advantage of the

roof energy captor lies in the fact
that it can capture energy from
the environment, even if the sun
is not shining, merely from the
cold ambient airpassing overan
even colder roof or facade by
sending the special thermal
liquid towards the heat pump to
be raised to the heating
temperature.

Well
covered
IN the total annual expenditures
of Swiss households, the
"insurance" heading is the
biggest, since it accounts for
nearly 16 per cent of a
household's expenditure.

The average amount spent on

insurance per household is:
social insurance 4.6 per cent
professional insurance (pension
and provident funds) 3.8 per
cent, health and accident
insurance 3.5 per cent private

life insurance 1.3 per cent
motor insurance 1 per cent
other personal insurances 0.9
per cent property insurance 0.4

per cent and other insurances
0.1 per cent

The tendency of the Swiss to
take out insurances to cover
every contingency is shown by
the fact that in 1979 the
premiums paid per head of the
population averaged as much as
Sfr. 1,460. According to the
most recent estimates, Switzer-
land comes an easy first in
international statistics in this
field.

Mr Dennis
Frost
MR Dennis Gordon Frost assis-
tant manager at the Swiss Bank
Corporation, London, has died
at the age of 51.

Mr Frost who joined the bank
in 1946, had many friends
among the Swiss community in
the United kingdom.

He leaves a widow, Sheila,
and son, Tony.

WESTBURY TRAVEL
MOUNTAIN HOLIDAYS SUMMER 1981
We have lots of high season availability for some amazingly
low cost apartment holidays in the lovely Swiss and French

alps this summer.
Verbier £77 Saas Fee* £81 Chamonix* £82

Avoriaz £72 La Plagne* £72
Price includes cross channel ferry, AA 5 star insurance and 2 roomed self

catering apartment for 4 persons for 2 weeks July/August and are per
person * Summer skiing possibilities.

If you wish to fly to Geneva we can arrange Fly/Drive from Heathrow with
British Airways, including car with unlimited mileage, from £117 for 1

week, plus accommodation in the resort of your choice. Alternatively, we
can offer competitive prices for flight only to Basle, Zurich and Geneva from

Heathrow,

for fu// c/eta//s contact:
WESTBURY TRAVEL LTD

Westfield House, Westbury BA13 3EP, Wiltshire, England.
Phone (0373) 864811. Telex: 449628

A57"/4 /V7£/Wfî£/? A7"OZ. 73S3ß
P. S: SA7 WES7", our SA/ programme of/ow cost se/f cafer/ng, f/ofe/s

aoc/ Pens/'ons /n fop resorfs wv/7/ de ava//ab/e /'n June,
asA for your copy.

TRAVEL WEEKLY TO AND
FROM SWITZERLAND AND ENGLAND

Providing DOOR TO DOOR SERVICES
with vans specially equipped to carry

Household Removals
Works of Art

Exhibition Goods
Machinery

For full information contact:
In Switzerland

KEHRLI & OELER LTD.,
3001 Berne,
Bubenbergplatz 9
Tel: 031 22 00 22
Telex: 32414 Kerolch

In England
All Eurovan Members

e
EUROVAN
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